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     Exercise: Assign deployments to certain namespaces
     Exercise: Network plugin, namespaces and policies
4. Using Repos and Helm - Lab Only
     Exercise: Image operations
     Exercise: Search Helm repos and packages
     Exercise: Use Helm Package Manager to deploy packages
     Exercise: Helm packages portability
5. Kubernetes Services
      5.1  Deploy Kubernetes applications and services
      5.2  Cloud-native service monitoring tools
     Exercise: Exposing Kubernetes services options
     Exercise: Apply persistent datastore to services
6. Sample of Additional Optional Labs
     Exercise: Ingress controller for multiple services
     Exercise: Applying datastore security
     Exercise: Using Configmaps
     Exercise: StatefulSet deployments
     Exercise: Applying health checks via probes

1. Kubernetes Foundations
      1.1  Container overview and isolation
      1.2  Kubernetes components and architecture
     Exercise: Using security keys for users and tenants
     Exercise: Assign variable roles to Kubernetes cloud
       tenants
     Exercise: Kubernetes namespaces and RBAC
2. Deployment of Pods
      2.1  Kubernetes capabilities and components
      2.2  Kubernetes deployments and services
      2.3  Realize the make up of containerized
             applications
     Exercise: Application scaling options
     Exercise: Tracing pods traffic
     Exercise: Deployments, services, logs and scaling
3. Networking Services
      3.1  Networking capabilities and components
      3.2  Network policies and tenant isolation
     Exercise: Kubernetes pods intercommunication
     Exercise: Apply network plugs and IP pools

OutlineIntended Audience
A hands-on in-depth technical training to personnel involved in design,
engineering and operations and monitoring telecom networks.

Objectives
After completing this course, the learner will be able to:
■   Describe container orchestration
■   Identify applications of Kubernetes in NFV
■   Describe containers security and cloud-native tools
■   Provision, manage and monitor Kubernetes resources
■   Explain Kubernetes networking options
■   Explore Kubernetes deployments and services
■   Contrast the benefits of networking options
■   Deploy CNFs and test their functionality

What You Can Expect
■   Prerequisite: Cloud Native NFV Architecture and Operations
■   Required Equipment: An additional monitor to run exercises is
      recommended
■   Expert-Led Live Duration: 21 HOUR

Competitive advantages of business agility drive the need for responsive and flexible IT infrastructure, which can be slow and expensive. The lead time to procure, install, configure and
commission new hardware can take weeks. Containerization brings speed, agility, scalability and availability with lower CapEx and OpEx. Hands-on operational exercises are provided with
detailed explanations of Kubernetes component implementation, along with the basics of the technology that assists troubleshooting. Participants become Tenants and create multi-tiered
network topologies and web service applications, enabling the participant to more adeptly deploy and support containerized applications in a Kubernetes environment.
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